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ABSTRACT

A scheme for making seasonal to interannual predictions of El Niño–Southern Oscillation with a coupled
atmosphere–ocean general circulation model that incorporates subsurface ocean measurements in the initial
conditions is described. Anomaly initial conditions are used in order to reduce initial shock and climate drift.
The ocean component of the prediction model has a nearly global domain, and the coupled model does not
employ anomaly coupling or empirical statistical corrections.
Initial conditions for the ocean were obtained from a near-global ocean analysis produced by an ocean data

assimilation system. The assimilation system uses a variationally formulated optimal interpolation method to
analyze oceanic fields from temperature observations and a first-guess field provided by integrating a global
ocean general circulation model. The period of the analysis was 1986 through 1992.
The anomaly initial conditions for the ocean were generated by adding the anomalies of the assimilated fields

from the assimilation climatology to the coupled model climatology. A series of 28 1-yr hindcast experiments,
four each year for the years 1986–1992, was carried out to test the scheme. The hindcasts show considerable
skill in the equatorial Pacific.

1. Introduction
Prediction of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

variability, which is distinguished by large sea surface
temperature (SST) anomalies in the eastern equatorial
Pacific with a lifetime on the order of one year, is po-
tentially important because these SST anomalies are as-
sociated with global-scale climatic consequences (Ro-
pelewski and Halpert 1987). Stimulated by the pio-
neering work of Cane et al. (1986), a number of systems
have been developed and tested for predicting ENSO
variability. Latif et al. (1998) reviews those methods
that have shown promise, including dynamical and sta-
tistical schemes of varying complexity. Hindcast ex-
periments with the different systems have shown that
the models have the potential to make useful forecasts
for seasonal to interannual lead times. In forecast mode,
these techniques have sometimes proved less successful
than anticipated in predicting the occurrence and timing
of warm, cold, or near-normal eastern Pacific SST; how-
ever, the number of events that have occurred during
the verification period has not yet been large enough to
produce reliable statistics. This paper reports on the de-
velopment and application to hindcasts of a dynamical
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scheme that uses a coupled atmosphere–ocean general
circulation model (GCM). The combination of features
of this scheme that make it novel are that the GCM does
not use flux correction, anomaly coupling, or other sta-
tistical corrections, that the ocean has a nearly global
domain, and that initial conditions for the ocean are
taken to be a combination of the coupled model’s cli-
matology and ocean state anomalies derived from a sep-
arate ocean data assimilation (ODA), which includes
subsurface ocean data.
Dynamical schemes use coupled atmosphere–ocean

models to predict ENSO variability from the local ap-
plication of the laws of motion, analogous to the way
that short- and medium-range dynamical weather fore-
casts are produced. In principle, a coupled atmosphere–
ocean GCM is the most faithful approximation to the
laws of motion in the hierarchy of dynamical models
and should therefore produce the best forecast. How-
ever, practical difficulties prevent the coupled GCM ap-
proach from achieving its potential. The two most ob-
vious problems are climate drift and initial shock.
Climate drift arises from errors in the dynamical mod-

el approximations to the physical laws and parameter-
izations of the physical processes. Because of these er-
rors, the climate that the model approaches in a long
integration generally has a different time-mean state as
well as different higher-order moments than the actual
climate. In dynamical system jargon, a model realization
beginning from an initial condition off the model’s cli-
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mate attractor will approach and remain on the attractor
during its evolution. This phenomenon is known as cli-
mate drift. Since the real climate system does not lie on
the model attractor, a model forecast begun from ob-
served initial conditions will contain systematic errors
that grow in time until the model attractor is reached.
Little is known about the manner in which the time-
dependent systematic drift interacts with the anomalies
that are being predicted. Climate drift is sometimes en-
visaged as a relaxation process proceeding most rapidly
initially and slowing with time. However, in the equa-
torial waveguide, adjustment to unbalanced initial con-
ditions occurs via eastward propagating Kelvin wave
and westward propagating Rossby wave signals (e.g.,
McCreary 1978; Gill 1982, section 11.11). The direct
Kelvin wave or reflected Rossby wave signal resulting
from the initial imbalance will affect the SST and the
future evolution of the coupled system on reaching the
eastern Pacific. We will refer to this adjustment to un-
balanced initial conditions as initial shock.
There is some evidence that coupled predictions de-

pend sensitively on initial conditions (Ji and Leetmaa
1997), as expected in chaotic systems. If this is the case,
it is important that the climate drift and especially the
initial shock be eliminated for the predictions to be made
successfully. On the other hand, Rosati et al. (1997) and
Stockdale (1997) obtained skillful ENSO predictions in
cases where the initial shock was not excluded, which
would be the expected result if the coupled system were
quasi-linear and nonchaotic.
One approach that is popular for eliminating climate

drift is anomaly coupling (Ji et al. 1994; Kirtman et al.
1997). While the details of the procedures vary, in
anomaly coupling, certain of the forcing fields are taken
to be composed of an observed climatology plus anom-
alies (from the model climatology) as calculated by the
model. For example, the wind stress as seen by the ocean
is the observed annual cycle climatology plus the wind
stress anomaly from the atmospheric model. This ap-
proach has the benefits of reducing climate drift and
causing the coupled model climatology of the target
fields (SST, wind stress, precipitation, sea level pressure)
to be close to the observed. These benefits are obtained,
however, by sacrificing the consistency of the model
system with the underlying physical principles, such as
conservation of energy and momentum, and continuity
of fluxes.
In a preliminary investigation, hindcasts were made

for 1987 (strong warm event) and 1988 (strong cold
event) with a version of the coupled model, similar to
the one described by Schneider et al. (1997), that used
a low-resolution atmosphere without anomaly coupling.
Ocean initial conditions were interpolated from an early
version of the National Centers for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP) ocean analysis (Ji et al. 1995). This
procedure failed: the initial shock was manifested as a
very strong warm event in both cases, with both ap-
proaching the same state after a few months. On the

other hand, essentially the same model with anomaly
coupling had been used successfully to hindcast these
cases (Zhu and Schneider 1995). Our experience was
then that some method for reducing the initial shock is
important for good predictions.
We describe and evaluate a new prediction system

here, which we refer to as the ‘‘coupled system.’’ The
system consists of a coupled atmosphere–ocean GCM,
in which the ocean domain is near global, and an ocean
data assimilation (ODA) module. The coupled model
does not employ anomaly coupling or statistical cor-
rections at the atmosphere–ocean interface. The coupled
GCM and the ODA both use the same ocean general
circulation model (OGCM) configuration. The ocean
initial conditions incorporate subsurface observations of
ocean temperature and density as analyzed by the ODA.
To avoid the problems of climate drift and the shock
from insertion of observed data in the coupled model,
anomaly initial conditions are used. That is, ocean initial
conditions are obtained by adding the anomalies of the
assimilated ocean from its climatology to the coupled
model climatology. The atmospheric initial state is
brought to near-equilibrium with the ocean initial con-
ditions by a one-month spinup prior to coupling. This
system has the benefits of using a physically consistent
model and reducing climate drift and initial shock, but
has the drawback of allowing large errors in the model
climate.
The major new feature of our system is the use of

anomaly initial conditions that incorporate subsurface
ocean measurements. A variant of the anomaly initial
conditions approach was used by Latif et al. (1993) but
without subsurface data. The NCEP (Ji et al. 1996),
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL; Rosati
et al. 1997), and European Centre for Medium-Range
Forecasts (ECMWF; Stockdale et al. 1998) systems em-
ploy assimilated subsurface ocean data in the initial con-
ditions, but the NCEP system uses anomaly coupling to
deal with the climate drift problem, while the GFDL
and ECMWF systems do not attempt to remove climate
drift except a posteriori.
A series of 28 12-month hindcasts was carried out

using the coupled system, one hindcast every 3 months
for the 1986–92 period of available analyses from the
ODA. The results presented below show that the anom-
aly initial condition approach can potentially produce
useful forecasts.
The sample size of 28 hindcasts is rather small. Also,

the period for which the hindcasts was made is thought
to be anomalously predictable (e.g., Ji et al. 1996). To
address these concerns, estimates are given in appendix
B of the statistical significance and representativeness
of the results of the coupled system, using the much
larger number of cases and years sampled from the
anomaly coupled system.
The aim of this paper is to motivate and describe the

implementation of the new scheme and to demonstrate
that the further development of this scheme is warranted.
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FIG. 1. Equatorial heat content anomalies from (a) COLA and (b) NCEP ocean data assimilation.
Contour interval is 1!C. Areas with values greater than 1!C have dark shading, and areas with
values less than "1!C have light shading.

It is not possible at this early stage of the research to
suggest that the new scheme is superior to (or worse
than) the other sophisticated statistical and dynamical
ENSO predictions schemes that are in use.

2. Ocean data assimilation system

The evolution of the ocean between 70!S and 60!N
during the period 1986–92 is approximated by the anal-
ysis of the ocean temperature and surface wind stress
measurements interpolated in a dynamically consistent
manner by variational optimal interpolation following
Derber and Rosati (1989). Details of the COLA system

are described in appendix A and in Huang and Kinter
(1997).
The COLA assimilation produced monthly SST fields

virtually indistinguishable from the U.S. Climate Pre-
diction Center (CPC) analysis in the tropical ocean both
for the mean field and for the annual and interannual
variability. The heat content anomalies derived from the
COLA analysis are also quite similar to those from the
NCEP RA3 analysis (Ji and Smith 1995), as can be seen
in Fig. 1. In the Pacific, the correlation between the heat
content anomalies of the two analyses exceeds 0.8 ev-
erywhere between 10!S and 5!N. The correlation is less
than 0.6 in the low-latitude Pacific only in a narrow
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band near 10!N (see Fig. 9 of Huang and Kinter 1997).
The effect of the assimilation of subsurface data on the
heat content anomalies can be seen by comparing Figs.
1a and 9c of Kirtman and Schneider (1996). The latter
figure displays the heat content anomalies obtained in
an assimilation unconstrained by subsurface data. The
most obvious differences are in the larger amplitude of
the anomalies and the fine structure added by the as-
similation of subsurface data.

3. Coupled model configuration and climatology

The coupled model combines the COLA atmospheric
GCM (AGCM) and the GFDL Modular Ocean Model
(MOM), version 1.0, ocean GCM. Brief descriptions of
these models and the coupling procedure are given be-
low. The integration that determined the coupled model
climatology is described, and the model climatology and
SST variability in the equatorial Pacific are compared
with observations.

a. Atmospheric model

The atmospheric model is based on a global spectral
model developed for medium-range weather forecasting
(Sela 1980). A biophysically based land surface param-
eterization is included. The physical parameterizations
of the atmosphere–land surface model used in these ex-
periments are the same as those described by Schneider
et al. (1997) with the following exceptions: the land
surface model has been modified as described in Xue
et al. (1996); the deep cumulus convection scheme is
the relaxed Arakawa–Schubert scheme of Moorthi and
Suarez (1992) as implemented by DeWitt (1996); and
the diagnosed cloud fractions were modified as de-
scribed below. The relaxed Arakawa–Schubert scheme
was chosen to replace the moisture convergence closure
deep convection scheme (a modification of Kuo 1965)
used in previous coupled prediction experiments (Zhu
and Schneider 1995; Kirtman et al. 1997) because of
better simulation of the wind stress in the tropical Pacific
in uncoupled AGCM simulations (Kirtman and DeWitt
1997).
The horizontal resolution of the atmospheric model

is triangular truncation at total wavenumber 30 (T30).
The vertical structure of the model is represented by 18
unevenly spaced levels using sigma (pressure normal-
ized by surface pressure) as the vertical coordinate.
The cloud scheme was modified from the variant of

the Slingo (1987) scheme documented by DeWitt (1996)
in order to bring the atmospheric GCM into closer agree-
ment with the top of the atmosphere radiative fluxes
measured by satellite (DeWitt and Schneider 1997). The
changes followed Kiehl et al. (1994) and led primarily
to reduction in convective cloud fraction.

b. Ocean model

The ocean model is version 1 of the GFDL MOM
(Bryan and Lewis 1979; Pacanowski et al. 1993), a
finite-difference treatment of the primitive equations of
motion using the Boussinesq and hydrostatic approxi-
mations in spherical coordinates, adapted as described
in Schneider et al. (1997). The domain is that of the
World Ocean between 70!S and 60!N. The coastline and
bottom topography are realistic except that ocean depths
less than 100 m are set to 100 m and the maximum
depth is set to 4000 m. Major islands within the domain
are treated realistically. The artificial high-latitude me-
ridional boundaries are impermeable and insulating. The
zonal resolution is 1.5!. The meridional grid spacing is
0.5! between 10!N and 10!S, gradually increasing to
1.5! at 20!N and 20!S and fixed at 1.5! in the extra-
tropical oceans. There are 20 levels in the vertical with
a constant layer depth of 15 m for the top 10 levels.
The layer thicknesses for the bottom 10 levels are 15.2,
16.1, 20.0, 34.1, 75.9, 177.1, 375.9, 687.4, 1063.8, and
1384.5 m. Richardson number–dependent coefficients
are chosen for the vertical mixing and diffusion of mo-
mentum, heat, and salinity (Pacanowski and Philander
1981). The horizontal viscosity and diffusivity coeffi-
cients are prescribed and set equal to a constant 2 #
107 cm2 s"1. A thermodynamic sea ice parameterization
(Schneider and Zhu 1998, their appendix) is included,
as the ocean model domain is nearly global.
Sunlight is attenuated exponentially with a 15-m

e-folding depth in the ocean GCM in the coupled model.
This parameterization is a potential source of error since
it allows about 68% more sunlight to penetrate below
the first model layer than is observed in clear water
(Paulson and Simpson 1977), although the amount pen-
etrating below the second layer is about the same as
observed for clear water. The depth of the simulated
mixed layer in the central and western tropical Pacific
of a similar coupled GCM is sensitive to the details of
this parameterization (Schneider and Zhu 1998).

c. Coupling

The atmosphere and ocean models are coupled once
per day as described in Schneider et al. (1997), using
the GFDL Modular Interface for Coupled Air–Sea Ap-
plications system (A. Rosati 1990, personal communi-
cation) to interpolate the coupling data between the at-
mospheric and ocean model grids. This coupling scheme
is a preliminary version of the one incorporated in ver-
sion 2 of MOM. The surface wind stress and heat flux
supplied by the atmosphere to the ocean model are not
modified in any way—no flux correction or anomaly
coupling is used. In the region outside of the ocean
domain, the SST is prescribed to be the climatological
value of the Reynolds blended SST (Reynolds 1988)
for that month. Monthly mean diagnostics were saved
for analysis.
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FIG. 2. (top) Climatological annual mean SST in degrees Celsius
from observations (Reynolds 1988), (middle) coupled model, and
(bottom) difference, coupled model minus observed. Contour interval
1!C.

d. Coupled model climatology

A 12-yr integration of the coupled model was carried
out. The atmospheric initial conditions were from Jan-
uary of a long atmospheric simulation with observed
SST. The ocean initial condition was obtained by a 3-yr
ocean spinup beginning from Levitus (1982) climato-
logical January temperature and salinity, using the cli-
matological wind stress obtained from the ECMWF
analysis. The last 6 yr of the integration were used to
define the coupled model climatology.
The coupled model climatology has some obvious

errors in the simulation of the climatology of the tropical
Pacific. The annual-mean SST in the low-latitude Pacific
is shown in Fig. 2. The model is too warm throughout
the Tropics, with the errors exceeding 5!C in the eastern
Pacific. Because of these errors, the magnitude of the
simulated SST difference between the western and east-
ern equatorial Pacific is only about 40% of the observed.
The annual-mean zonal wind stress is also only about
40% of the magnitude of the observed. The annual-mean
precipitation is too far to the south of the equator in the
eastern equatorial Pacific, so that the coupled model has
the familiar double ITCZ syndrome (Mechoso et al.
1995).
The climatological evolution of the simulated SST in

the equatorial Pacific is shown in Fig. 3, both with and
without the annual mean. The phase in the eastern Pa-
cific near 100!W is realistic. The amplitude of the annual
cycle in the eastern Pacific is only about 50% of the
observed, and the amplitude in the western Pacific is
unrealistically large. The annual cycle of NINO3 (5!S–
5!N, 150!–90!W) SST is also about half the amplitude
of the observed and the phase is shifted 2 months earlier
than observed. The amplitude of the equatorial zonal
wind stress annual cycle is also only about half of the
observed amplitude. The double ITCZ problem persists
throughout most of the year.
The annual-mean climatological error, coupled model

minus assimilation, in the temperature vertically aver-
aged over the top 235 m (referred to as ‘‘heat content’’
in the following), which is approximately proportional
to the error in the thermocline depth, is shown in Fig.
4. The coupled model produces a thermocline that is
too shallow throughout most of the tropical Pacific. The
largest errors are in the western Pacific. The vertical
structure of the error in the simulated temperature along
the equator is shown in Fig. 5. Errors near the surface
are relatively small. However, the temperature errors
exceed 9!C at 100-m depth near the dateline. The depth
of the 20!C isotherm is realistic in the eastern Pacific
but is simulated to be 80 m in the western Pacific as
opposed to 170 m in the analysis. The thermocline
slopes too little and is too shallow in the western equa-
torial Pacific, consistent with the weak equatorial zonal
wind stress and the balance between thermocline slope
and wind stress expected from the equatorial zonal mo-
mentum equation (Schneider et al. 1995).

One feature of the coupled model climatology is re-
alistic. The interannual variability in the eastern equa-
torial Pacific SST of this short integration is strong with
many realistic features. Figure 6 shows the equatorial
Pacific SST anomalies relative to the 6-yr climatology
for the last 9 yr of the 12-yr coupled integration. Peak
warm and cold event anomalies averaged from 2!S to
2!N exceed 4!C. The largest anomalies are generally in
the far eastern Pacific, except for the strong cold event
in year 12, which has peak amplitude near 160!W. The
standard deviation of the simulated NINO3 SST anom-
alies is about 1!C, somewhat larger than the 0.8!C ob-
served amplitude. The SST anomalies vary on inter-
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FIG. 3. Climatological evolution of SST averaged from 2!S to 2!N. (upper left) Coupled model with annual mean included, contour interval
1!C. (upper right) Observations with annual mean included, contour interval 1!C. (lower left) Coupled model with annual mean removed,
contour interval 0.5!C. (lower right) Observations with annual mean removed, contour interval 0.5!C.

FIG. 4. Difference of the climatologies of temperature vertically averaged over the top 235 m of the ocean; coupled
model minus ocean data assimilation. Contour interval 1!C.
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FIG. 5. Difference of the climatologies of temperature at the equator in the top 235 m of the
ocean; coupled model minus ocean data assimilation. Contour interval 1!C.

annual timescales and show little systematic phase prop-
agation, consistent with the delayed oscillator mecha-
nism. The standard deviation of simulated NINO3 SST
has an annual cycle similar to the observed but with the
phase shifted 2 months earlier than observed, corre-
sponding to the shift in the annual cycle of SST.

4. Initial conditions
The initial conditions for the ocean were created by

adding the anomalies obtained from the ocean data as-
similation analysis described in section 2 and appendix
A to the coupled model climatology. Before beginning
a coupled hindcast, the atmosphere was allowed to come
to equilibrium with the initial SST anomaly by a
1-month spinup. As discussed in the introduction, the
purpose of this procedure is to reduce the shock due to
initial imbalance between the oceanic state and the at-
mospheric forcing, while allowing information from the
subsurface data contained in the ocean data assimilation
to influence the hindcasts. The anomaly initial condition
approach provides an alternative to the more common
procedure of using the full analysis of the initial state
of the ocean, climatology plus anomalies, while em-
ploying flux correction and anomaly coupling to reduce
the impact of climate drift and initial shock.
The atmospheric model was spun up to near balance

with the initial SST by a 1-month integration with spec-
ified SST, as in Latif et al. (1993). The SST was the
time-varying coupled model climatology plus the SST

anomaly of the initial time for the coupled hindcast. The
atmospheric spinup integration began 1 month in model
time prior to the initial time for the coupled hindcast.
Four initial states for the atmosphere for this spinup,
one for each season, were taken from the coupled model
climatology run. The justification for this procedure is
that the memory of the coupled system for the ENSO
variability is contained in the anomalous thermal struc-
ture of the ocean. It is important that the initial state
for the atmosphere be in balance with the ocean initial
condition so that this memory is not wiped out by spu-
rious transients generated by an unrealistic imbalance.
This conceptual picture is supported by our initial

tests of the coupled prediction system. The series of
experiments reported here was performed first without
the atmospheric initialization. An initial shock was ev-
ident case by case in the form of a prominent eastward-
propagating signal. The shock originated in the western
Pacific at the beginning of each hindcast and crossed
the Pacific in a few months, with approximately the
phase speed of an equatorial Kelvin wave signal. This
is the expected mode of adjustment of the ocean to an
imbalance in the initial state, and should affect the SST
and evolution of the coupled system after the signal
reaches the eastern Pacific. The crude atmospheric ini-
tialization greatly reduced the initial shock. As will be
demonstrated below, forecasts made without the at-
mospheric initialization were not more skillful than a
persistence forecast after a few months, while the fore-
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FIG. 6. SST anomalies averaged from 2!N to 2!S in the coupled
integration for years 4 through 12 relative to the climatology of the
last 6 yr. Contour interval 1!C. Shading as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 7. (top) Anomaly correlation and (bottom) rms error (!C) of
the average SST in the NINO3 region (5!S–5!N, 150!–90!W) as a
function of lead time. Circles and solid line: with atmospheric ini-
tialization; squares and dashed line: without atmospheric initializa-
tion; circles and long dashed line: persistence.

casts made with atmospheric initialization were signif-
icantly better.

5. Hindcast experiments
A series of 28 12-month hindcast experiments, start-

ing with ocean initial conditions from the end of Jan-
uary, April, June, and September of each year from 1986
to 1992 was performed. The approach was by and large
successful in hindcasting the anomalies during this pe-
riod. Also, a mean forecast error, or systematic error,
develops, and a posteriori corrections produce some ap-
parent improvement in the measures of forecast skill.
In this section, we document the skill of the system,
discuss the systematic error, and show case studies of
the hindcasts.

a. Hindcast statistics

The anomaly correlations and rms errors of the SST
anomalies averaged over the NINO3 region are shown
in Fig. 7. Also shown are the results from the same 28

cases, but without the atmospheric initialization. The
cases without the initialization used a slightly different
atmospheric model, which did not include the changes
to the cloud scheme discussed in section 3a. The earlier
version of the coupled model had a similar SST annual
mean and annual cycle climatology, except that it was
slightly cooler in the western Pacific. When atmospheric
initialization was used, there was a significant reduction
in initial shock that must be due to the initialization,
since the clouds were internally consistent in the models
used for the climatology and hindcasts in each set of
cases. A case-by-case comparison of the forecasts (not
shown) indicates that improvement is traceable to re-
duction of the initial shock. Both sets of model results
include an a posteriori systematic error correction (see
section 5b). The anomaly correlations and rms errors
obtained by persisting the same set of initial anomalies
is also shown for reference. The anomaly correlation
for the coupled hindcasts exceeds 0.6 up to almost 10
months lead time with the atmospheric initialization.
Without the atmospheric initialization, the decay of the
hindcast anomaly correlation with lead time is compa-
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FIG. 8. Correlation of hindcast and analyzed anomalies at 6-month lead time for (top) SST, (middle) heat content, and (bottom) zonal
wind stress.

rable to the behavior of persistence forecasts. The rms
errors of the hindcasts with the atmospheric initializa-
tion are less than those of the hindcasts without the
initialization for most lead times. The anomaly corre-
lations with and without the atmospheric initialization
differ significantly by a statistical test (see appendix B).
Point correlations between the hindcast and analyzed

SST, heat content, and zonal wind stress anomalies at
6-month lead time are shown in Fig. 8. The wind stress
analysis is the field derived from ECMWF surface winds
used as a boundary condition for the ocean data assim-
ilation. The SST correlations are high throughout the
equatorial Pacific, except in the far west. The heat con-
tent correlation is high in a narrow strip straddling the
equator stretching across the entire Pacific. This behav-

ior of successful SST hindcasts is consistent with the
delayed oscillator mechanism for ENSO variability
(Suarez and Schopf 1988; Battisti and Hirst 1989), since
the memory of the coupled system at the equator on
intermonthly and longer timescales is contained in the
heat content averaged across the Pacific (Schneider et
al. 1995). The correlation for zonal wind stress anom-
alies in the central equatorial Pacific is also high, im-
plying successful hindcasts of the sign of the east–west
slope of the equatorial Pacific heat content anomalies,
due to the balance between zonal wind stress anomalies
and east–west heat content slope on ENSO timescales.
The high correlations for the heat content anomalies
between 5! and 10! from the equator in the far western
Pacific is consistent with successful hindcasts of the
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FIG. 9. Longitude (abscissa)/lead time (ordinate) sections of the
average from 2!S to 2!N of the mean error relative to the coupled
model climatology for the seven hindcast experiments beginning from
Jun initial conditions: (left) SST, (right) heat content. Contour interval
1!C.

westward propagating Rossby waves in these regions.
The zonal wind stress anomaly correlation is high just
to the east of these regions, as would be expected from
the delayed oscillator picture. The delayed oscillator
mechanism suggests that given the delayed influence of
the western Pacific Rossby waves on the eastern Pacific
SST, extended predictability of the eastern Pacific SST
is strongly dependent on the successful initialization and
prediction of heat content anomalies in the western Pa-
cific. It is also interesting to note from Fig. 8 that the
scheme was not successful in hindcasting SST, heat con-
tent, or wind stress anomalies in the equatorial Atlantic
and Indian Oceans, despite the global data assimilation.
Whether this failure is due to model problems, inade-
quate subsurface ocean data, or inherent unpredictability
remains to be investigated.

b. Systematic error

The systematic error is defined as the difference of
the climatology of the hindcasts from the coupled model
climatology or, equivalently, as the mean hindcast error.
While the hindcast anomalies are not directly compared
to the analysis anomalies, the mean analysis anomaly
is zero by construction. The systematic error was com-
puted for each seven-case ensemble of hindcasts with
initial conditions from a specific month and was re-
moved from the results shown in Fig. 7. This procedure
is similar to that employed by Rosati et al. (1997) and
Stockdale (1997). The evolution of the systematic error
at the equator for the cases with June initial conditions
is representative and is shown in Fig. 9. There is a

cooling in SST that reaches a maximum of slightly more
than 2!C at 9–11 months lead time. The heat content
shows a small systematic cooling in the eastern Pacific.
The systematic errors for the cases with April, Septem-
ber, and January initial conditions are broadly similar
in structure and amplitude to that found in the June
initial condition cases. The systematic error for the Sep-
tember cases is slightly larger for earlier lead times than
the others, with a 2!C cold bias at 6 months lead time
near 120!W, and remaining at that level out to 12 months
lead time. Since only seven cases are included in the
systematic error evolution calculation for each season’s
initial conditions, and the hindcast error grows in time,
some systematic error is to be expected.
Climate drift is probably not an important component

of the systematic error. The coupled model climatology
comes from years 6–12 of a coupled simulation. Al-
though the initialization procedure removes most of the
climate drift, the coupled model climate has not reached
equilibrium in this short a simulation. However, the rate
of climate drift in the coupled simulation is negligible
compared to the rate of growth of the systematic error
shown in Fig. 9.
For comparison, Fig. 10 shows the difference of the

mean of the seven-case June ensemble, anomalies plus
climatology, from the analysis, a field that we will term
the ‘‘absolute error.’’ The differences are large, with
model SST more than 4!C too warm in the eastern equa-
torial Pacific at 7 months lead time (January). The heat
content has comparably large differences from the anal-
ysis, being too cold by as much as 6!C in the western
Pacific. The annual cycle of the absolute error is also
large. Despite these large errors, the coupled model is
able to hindcast the anomalies with some success.
Figure 11 compares the anomaly correlations and rms

errors for the hindcasts with and without the removal
of the systematic error. The systematic error removal
produces an increase in the anomaly correlations. The
analysis in appendix B indicates that this increase is
significant at better than the 68% level for lead times
of 8–12 months. The effect of the systematic error re-
moval on the rms errors is pronounced. Without the
systematic error removal the rms error curve has a large
variability with lead time, while removing the system-
atic error leads to a smoother, more consistent evolution
of the rms error, which in general is less than when the
systematic error is not removed. The fact that the sys-
tematic error correction procedure produces significant
changes in the verification scores could result from un-
desired correction of the nonsystematic forecast error if
the number of cases is too small (e.g., consider a sample
size of one). However, the system is designed so that
the mean forecast should approach the model climatol-
ogy for an adequate sample of cases, and the a posteriori
systematic error correction should then disappear.

c. Case studies
Some successful hindcasts for equatorial Pacific SST,

heat content, and zonal wind stress anomalies for spe-
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FIG. 10. Longitude (abscissa)/lead time (ordinate) sections of the average from 2!S to 2!N of
the mean error relative to the analysis for the seven hindcast experiments beginning from Jun initial
conditions: (left) SST, (right) heat content. Contour interval 1!C.

cific cases are compared to the analyzed anomalies in
Figs. 12–15. The systematic error has been removed
from the results before plotting. The evolution in Fig.
12 illustrates the growth and maintenance of a warm
anomaly in the eastern Pacific beginning from the Jan-
uary 1987 analysis. The initial configuration of warm
SST and heat content in the eastern Pacific SST, cold
heat content in the western Pacific, and positive wind
stress anomalies in the central Pacific is maintained
through the first half of the hindcast. The observed de-
cay of the eastern Pacific SST anomaly beginning in
November 1987 is hindcast a few months too early,
although the heat content shows a similar evolution to
the analysis in the latter stages of the year. The hindcast
wind stress anomalies occur in about the observed lat-
itude band with a slightly weak magnitude. There is
some evidence of initial shock in this hindcast, although
much less pronounced than in the cases without at-
mospheric initialization, in the eastward propagation of
a relatively cold heat content anomaly that reaches the
eastern boundary between May 1987 and June 1987.
No corresponding feature is present in the analysis. This
shock causes some cooling in the eastern Pacific, but
the disturbance is not strong enough to cause the hind-
cast to fail immediately.
The January 1988 initial condition case shown in Fig.

13 is one in which a cold SST anomaly grew and was

maintained in the eastern Pacific in reality. The hindcast
also produced this type of evolution. Warm heat content
anomalies develop in the analysis in the western Pacific.
Warm heat content anomalies also develop in the hind-
cast, but slightly later. The hindcast zonal wind stress
anomalies are well placed, but slightly weaker than ob-
served. There is little evidence of an initial shock in the
heat content anomaly in this case.
The case shown in Fig. 14 starts from the January

1992 initial state. Both the hindcast and analysis evolve
similarly in all fields, with warm SST anomalies in the
eastern Pacific giving way to cold SST anomalies, gen-
eral eastward propagation of cold heat content anom-
alies, and early decay of the zonal wind stress anomalies.
Figure 15 shows a less successful case, beginning

from June 1991 initial conditions. While both the hind-
cast and analysis SST warm and then decay, the timing
is very different. An initial shock can be seen in the
hindcast heat content anomaly (cold anomaly at 140!E
in July 1991; 170!E in August 1991; 110!W in October
1991), similar to the one in Fig. 12, but the eastern
Pacific SST hindcast errors develop before the shock
can influence the SST there.
The structure of the anomalies hindcast from January

initial conditions is compared to the analysis for the
mature warm event of July 1987 (Fig. 16) and the mature
cold event of July 1988 (Fig. 17). The structure and
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FIG. 11. (top) Anomaly correlation and (bottom) rms error (!C) for
the coupled model hindcasts without removal of the systematic error
(dotted line, filled circles) and with systematic error removed (solid
line, open circles).

amplitude of the hindcast SST anomalies in the eastern
Pacific resemble the analysis in both cases. However,
the warm event hindcast SST anomaly does not extend
far enough to the east, and the cold event hindcast SST
anomaly does not penetrate far enough to the west. The
hindcast wind stress anomalies in the equatorial eastern
Pacific are approximately in the same direction as the
analysis. Off the equator the hindcast wind stress anom-
alies have little resemblance to the analyzed ones.

6. Summary
A coupled model ENSO prediction system that uses

a global coupled atmosphere–ocean GCM without flux
corrections has been described. The problems of climate
drift and initial shock are partially eliminated by using
anomaly initial conditions. The anomalous ocean state
found from an ocean data assimilation is added to the
coupled model climatology to obtain the ocean initial
condition. The atmosphere is brought into balance with
this initial state by a 1-month spinup with the SST spec-
ified as the coupled model climatology plus the analyzed
anomaly.

The system was tested by performing a series of 28
12-month hindcast experiments, one each season for the
years of the ocean data assimilation, 1986–92. The sys-
tem was found to produce generally good hindcasts of
SST anomalies.
The coupled model SST climatology contains errors

larger than the anomalies that are the target for the hind-
casts. The coupled system can evidently tolerate sig-
nificant errors in the annual mean and the annual cycle,
and still capture the evolution of SST anomalies rea-
sonably well. The amplitude and structure of equatorial
heat content and zonal wind anomalies in the hindcast
experiments are also tolerably realistic. It can be inferred
that the coupled model is producing a realistic sensitiv-
ity of wind stress to SST anomalies and a realistic sen-
sitivity of heat content and SST anomalies to wind stress
anomalies. A realistic anomaly sensitivity should be pre-
requisite for producing the correct evolution of the cou-
pled system from analyzed heat content and SST anom-
alies. If the sensitivity of the wind stress anomalies to
SST anomalies was not realistic, the analyzed heat con-
tent anomalies would not be in the correct balance with
the model-generated wind stress anomalies, and a strong
initial shock would be present in the heat content, which
would lead to unrealistic SST anomalies in the eastern
Pacific after the first few months. Similarly, if the sen-
sitivity of the SST anomalies to heat content anomalies
was incorrect, the SST anomalies would undergo a rapid
initial adjustment to the analyzed heat content anoma-
lies, adversely affecting the wind stress and the sub-
sequent evolution of the coupled system. If the sensi-
tivity of SST anomalies to wind stress anomalies was
unrealistic, the degradation would be similar, since re-
alistic wind stress anomalies are a prerequisite to bal-
ance the heat content anomalies.
It has been suggested that coupled GCMs would be

expected to have a difficult time predicting ENSO be-
cause they must simulate both the ENSO-related dy-
namics and the mean climatology about which these
dynamics operate. This paper demonstrates that the sit-
uation might not be as critical as thought. Suitably ini-
tialized coupled GCMs with realistic sensitivity can
make useful predictions of the ENSO-related dynamics
despite having large errors in aspects of the mean cli-
matology.
The results from this pilot study are encouraging, but

there is also much room for improvement. The number
of hindcasts was too small and the period was too short
to draw firm conclusions as to the performance of this
system relative to other systems. A more extensive ver-
ification of the system is contingent on the availability
of further analyses from the ocean data assimilation.
Also, while the use of anomaly initial conditions should
bring the initial state closer to balance, problems directly
attributable to errors in the mean state still remain. The
thermocline in the coupled model equatorial western
Pacific is far too shallow. A subsurface temperature
anomaly in the analysis corresponds to a vertical dis-
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FIG. 12. Hindcast and analyzed evolution of anomalies averaged between 2!S and 2!N from Jan 1987 initial conditions. (left two panels)
SST, contour interval 0.5!C; (middle two panels) heat content, contour interval 0.5!C; (right two panels) zonal wind stress, contour interval
0.1 dyn cm"2.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12 but for Jan 1988 initial conditions.

placement of the thermocline, and therefore occurs at
the correct depth of the thermocline. Adding this anom-
aly to the model temperature climatology will place it
below the coupled model thermocline. This might cause
problems by exciting the higher baroclinic vertical
modes or by inducing gravitational instability.
There are some obvious paths to follow to improve

the performance of the prediction system. We are con-
centrating on reduction of the coupled model climato-
logical error by improving the realism of the physical
parameterizations and the accuracy of the numerical ap-
proximations. We are currently carrying out hindcast
experiments with a version of the coupled model in
which the errors in the equatorial climatological annual
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 12 but for Jan 1992 initial conditions.

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 12 but for Jun 1991 initial conditions.

cycle of SST have been greatly reduced by improve-
ments in the parameterization of low-level clouds (De-
witt and Schneider 1999). Preliminary indications are
that the forecast error is reduced in this model. These
experiments should help elucidate the sensitivity of
hindcasts to reduction in the errors of the model cli-
matology and will be reported in due course.
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FIG. 16. (top) Hindcast from Jan 1987 initial conditions and (bottom) analysis for Jul 1987.
SST anomalies: contours, interval 0.5!C. Wind stress anomalies: arrows, length corresponding to
0.3 dynes cm"2 displayed below each panel.

FIG. 17. As in Fig. 16 but for Jul 1988 hindcast from Jan 1988 initial conditions, and analysis.
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APPENDIX A

The Ocean Data Assimilation System

The observational data and the data assimilation
scheme are explained here. Further details can be found
in Huang and Kinter (1997).

a. The ocean model

The ocean model was as described in section 3b. The
model was forced by the surface wind stress and heat
flux. The solar radiation was assumed to penetrate into
the upper ocean with an e-folding depth of 12 m (slightly
less than the value of 15 m used in the coupled model).
The net freshwater flux at the sea surface was set to
zero.

b. Observational data

The monthly mean surface wind stress was based on
the four-times-daily ECMWF 1000-mb wind analysis,
using the neutral drag coefficient formulation of Tren-
berth et al. (1990). Originally in spectral form with res-
olution T106, the winds were first transformed to a
Gaussian grid with zonal resolution of 1.125! and a
meridional resolution ranging from 1! to 1.5!. Then the
instantaneous wind stress was calculated in each grid
cell and averaged within each month to form the month-
ly mean fields.
The heat flux is composed of radiative, sensible, and

evaporative components. The radiative fluxes are divid-
ed into solar and longwave radiative parts. At each time
step of the model integration, the solar radiation was
prescribed by a linear interpolation of the climatological
monthly means analyzed by Oberhuber (1988) from the
Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data Set. The other
components were parameterized as functions of the
model SST and prescribed surface air temperature and
surface wind speed. The formulation for net longwave
radiative flux was taken from Rosati and Miyakoda
(1988). The sensible and latent heat fluxes were param-
eterized by bulk turbulent transfer formulas with pa-
rameters as given by Philander et al. (1987). The surface
wind speed was derived from the instantaneous wind
stress, approximately equivalent to assuming a constant
drag coefficient of 1.4 # 10"3. The surface air tem-
perature was taken from monthly climatologies com-

piled by Oort (1983). The model was initialized from
an ocean at rest with January climatological temperature
and salinity (Levitus 1982) and spun up for 4 yr forced
with the monthly mean climatological wind stress, be-
fore starting the data assimilation in January 1986.
The observations used as input to the data assimila-

tion system are SST and temperature profiles. The SST
observations were taken from the global 1! # 1! CPC
analysis based on in situ (ship and buoy) measurements
and Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer sat-
ellite retrievals of SST (Reynolds and Smith 1994). Ex-
cept for cloudy regions, the satellite observations pro-
vide coverage of most of the world oceans in a 7-day
period. The distribution of ship observations depends
on shipping traffic and is most dense in the midlatitude
Northern Hemisphere. The buoy data are designed to
supplement the ship measurements and are mostly con-
centrated in the tropical Pacific Ocean.
The CPC analysis combines all available observations

obtained in each 7-day interval to produce a global field,
using an optimum interpolation (OI) scheme with a first-
guess field that is the analysis for the preceding week.
Before the analysis, satellite biases relative to the in situ
data are corrected using the Poisson equation (Reynolds
1988; Reynolds and Marsico 1993). The analysis may
not be reliable in data sparse areas, where persistence
is assumed. However, considering the coverage of sat-
ellite measurements, this situation is infrequent and
mostly near the ice edge. Otherwise, the resulting anal-
ysis should not be sensitive to the specific OI method.
In fact, features of the high-resolution satellite obser-
vations are well preserved in the analysis (Reynolds and
Smith 1994).
The temperature profiles were from two sources. One

is a set of profiles in the World Ocean Atlas 1994 CD-
ROM series (Levitus and Boyer 1994) with some more
recent updates. These profiles are from the National
Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) master archives,
as well as from the results of two projects: the National
Oceanographic Data Archaeology and Rescue and the
Global Oceanographic Data Archaeology and Rescue.
These measurements were collected throughout the
world oceans during 1900–92 using a variety of instru-
ments, including expendable bathythermographs
(XBT); conductivity, temperature, and depth profilers;
salinity, temperature, and depth profilers; bathyther-
mographs; and mechanical bathythermographs. Correc-
tions of the depth error associated with the drop rate
problem for several kinds of XBTs (Barnes and Sessions
1984; Hanawa and Yoritaka 1987; Wright and Szabados
1989; Singer 1990; Hallock and Teague 1992) are made
at NODC. Levitus and Boyer (1994) checked the pro-
files for unreasonable ship speed between measure-
ments, temperature or density inversion, data duplica-
tion, as well as other unrealistic features in comparison
to the climatological field and its seasonal standard de-
viations. Every profile is flagged with the result of each
quality control check. The data are provided in two sets;
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one is the original profiles, the other is profiles inter-
polated to standard level depths defined by NODC (Lev-
itus 1982). In this study, we have used the profiles at
standard NODC levels that passed all the quality control
requirements.
The other data source is the coupled modeling group

of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP), which provides XBT profiles for the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans taken since 1980. Measurements
from thermistor chain moorings of the Tropical Ocean
Global Atmosphere Tropical Atmosphere Ocean array
have also been added since 1989. Error checking and
correction have been carried out at NCEP for each pro-
file through a series of objective and subjective pro-
cedures (Ji et al. 1995). However, there is no drop rate
correction as is done for the NODC data. In this study,
we used the NCEP data as a complementary set to the
NODC data.
There were substantial duplications between these

two datasets. For most months in the 1980s there are
many more temperature profiles in the NODC than in
the NCEP dataset. Apart from a general increase of
observations in the ship tracks, the additional data from
NODC are mainly in the western boundary currents of
both the northern Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, as well
as in the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. The
latter are not covered by the NCEP data. However, the
NCEP data are not just a subset of the NODC data.
During the 1990s, the number of observations in the

NODC CD-ROMs has been decreasing significantly due
to the time lag in compiling and assuring the quality of
the new measurements. On the other hand, as a part of
an operational forecast system, the NCEP dataset is rel-
atively more up to date since observations are obtained
directly through the Global Telecommunications System
(GTS). Therefore, after 1990, the NCEP dataset gen-
erally contains more observations than the correspond-
ing NODC CD-ROMs although the quality of the former
may not be as thoroughly checked.
In producing a unified dataset from these two sources,

we have used the following procedure. First, duplica-
tions between these two datasets were eliminated. A
profile was considered a duplicate if it fell in the same
square of the ocean GCM (OGCM) grid cell with an-
other profile obtained within the same day. In such a
case, the NCEP profile was eliminated. All the remain-
ing profiles were then interpolated linearly to corre-
sponding model levels. After the interpolation, several
further quality control steps similar to those done at
NODC were repeated, including a temperature inversion
check as well as a check that the observations were
within a reasonable range of the Levitus and Boyer
(1994) monthly climatology and seasonal standard de-
viation. This procedure provides a common criterion for
profiles from the two sources, which went through
somewhat different prior quality control procedures. It
also eliminates possible improper features created in the
vertical interpolation. In practice, few profiles are elim-

inated through this procedure. Finally, a topography
check was conducted to make sure that no data were on
land or below the bathymetry relative to the model grids.

c. Data assimilation scheme

The ocean data assimilation scheme is the same as
that described in Derber and Rosati (1989). It is a uni-
variate, variational optimum interpolation of tempera-
ture only, in which the first guess is provided by the
OGCM. The observations are inserted into the ocean
model integration by computing a temperature correc-
tion field derived from the optimum interpolation equa-
tion, which is formulated using a variational approach
recommended by Lorenc (1986), among others. The var-
iational approach involves minimizing a cost function
with two terms, one associated with the fit of the ob-
jective analysis to the model field, and the other with
the fit of the analysis to the observed field. The cost
function J may be written

J $ (T " Tf )TE"1(T " Tf )

% (D(T ) " T0)TF"1(D(T ) " T0), (A1)

where T is the analyzed temperature vector and Tf is
the first guess temperature vector, D is a transformation
matrix (usually a spatial interpolation operator), and T0
is the vector of temperature observations. The model
error covariance matrix E is specified assuming a Gauss-
ian-like distribution of the horizontal covariance (Der-
ber and Rosati 1989). Its e-folding spatial scale is pre-
scribed as 570 km near the equator and gradually de-
creasing with latitude, as in Derber and Rosati (1989).
This value may be too coarse in the meridional direction,
since the equatorial Rossby radius is on the order of 2!.
Assuming the observational errors are not spatially cor-
related, the observational error covariance matrix F is
diagonal. The functional (1) is minimized using the pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient algorithm through an it-
erative procedure (Navon and Legler 1987; Derber and
Rosati 1989). A maximum of three iterations are made.
The model temperature is updated through the assimi-
lation procedure only for the levels above 300 m.
The assimilation can, in principle, be conducted con-

tinuously accompanying the OGCM integration. This
approach, however, is quite costly. As an alternative,
we performed the assimilation only for the first 12 h of
each day of model integration, following Rosati et al.
(1995). The correction derived from the last assimilation
step on a given day was reinserted into the model field
at every time step for the rest of the day. The actual
times of the assimilation, then, were dependent on the
model time step. Moreover, a 30-day window was used
in the assimilation so that the temperature correction at
a given instant included observations within &15 days
of that instant. The contribution of each observation was
weighted by the diagonal element of F"1 that is the
reciprocal of the observational error variance multiplied
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by a factor linearly dependent on the length of the time
interval between the instant of the observation and that
of the assimilation. The smoothing applied to the wind
stress (monthly mean) and subsurface data (30-day win-
dow) are slightly different. The effect on this inconsis-
tency in the hindcasts is probably small, given that the
atmospheric initial conditions are obtained from a spin-
up rather than an analysis.
The observational error variance of temperature pro-

file data was mostly assigned to be (0.5!C)2, a value
chosen to represent the level of instrument error. For
the profiles near the northwestern Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, however, the variance was assigned to be (1!C)2
to reflect the fact that mesoscale eddies observed in
these areas are not resolved by the OGCM. The error
variance of the SST data was also assigned to be (1!C)2
since the CPC analysis is not exactly an ‘‘observation.’’
The variance of the model error, which determines the
magnitude of the elements in matrix E, was assigned to
be (0.1!C)2. The smaller variance of model error was
used because these errors are corrected continuously
through repeated data insertion within the 30-day win-
dow.

APPENDIX B

Reliability of Results: Effect of Sample Size and
Choice of Hindcast Period

An earlier version of the coupled model described
above is currently being used to make experimental
ENSO forecasts in real time (e.g., Kirtman et al. 1996).
This other prediction system, hereafter referred to as the
anomaly coupled model, is described in detail in Kirt-
man et al. (1997) and briefly summarized below. Given
that the anomaly coupled model has been validated over
a much larger sample of hindcasts cases and shown to
be competitive with other state-of-the-art models, it pro-
vides a useful benchmark for evaluating the perfor-
mance of the coupled model. Here, the effect on the
statistics of the anomaly coupled model of using 28 case
subensembles or restricting the period to the same pe-
riod studied with the coupled model are examined.

a. Description of anomaly coupled system

The ocean and atmosphere components in the anom-
aly coupled model exchange only predicted anomalies
of sea surface temperature and wind stress. The wind
stress and sea surface temperature anomalies are com-
puted relative to atmosphere and ocean model clima-
tologies, respectively, while the climatology upon which
the anomalies are superimposed is specified by obser-
vations. The model climatologies are defined by separate
uncoupled extended simulations of the ocean and at-
mosphere models. In the case of the atmosphere, the
model climatology is computed from a 45-yr (1949–94)
integration with specified observed SST, and, in the case

of the ocean, a 30-yr (1964–94) integration with pre-
scribed Florida State University wind stress is used. The
heat flux into the ocean in the anomaly coupled model
is found by relaxation to the climatological SST.
In addition to the anomaly coupling strategy, the Kirt-

man et al. (1997) model uses an empirical correction to
the atmospheric model wind stress anomaly developed
by Huang and Shukla (1997). This empirical correction
gives an improved ocean simulation (Huang and Shukla
1997; Kirtman and Schneider 1996) and improved
ENSO hindcasts (Kirtman et al. 1997).
While these empirical corrections improve the wind

stress and uncoupled ocean simulations, Kirtman and
Schneider (1996) found that, in terms of initial condi-
tions for coupled forecasts, improvements could still be
made without a sophisticated ocean data assimilation
system. They developed an iterative procedure for mod-
ifying the wind stress anomaly based on the error in the
ocean model simulated SST anomaly. The main idea
behind the procedure is to use the large degree of equi-
librium between the zonal wind stress anomaly and the
SST anomaly in the tropical Pacific to iterativelymodify
the zonal wind stress anomaly. In essence, the wind
stress is assimilated, assuming SST observations are
more reliable than wind stress observations. The final
product is an improved ocean model simulation and
better initial conditions for coupled forecasts.
The same resolution is used in the anomaly coupled

and coupled model atmospheres and oceans, the same
atmospheric initialization is employed, and both systems
remove the systematic error a posteriori. Besides the
coupling scheme, the major features of the anomaly cou-
pled system that are different from those of the coupled
system are that the atmosphere uses a modified version
of the Kuo (1965) deep convection scheme, the ocean
domain is restricted to the Pacific basin, and direct mea-
surements are not incorporated into the initial conditions
below the top layer of the ocean.

b. Comparison of hindcast performance

The prediction skill of the anomaly coupled model
has been evaluated based on 180 hindcasts sampling the
years 1965–91. Using a NINO3 SST anomaly correla-
tion of 0.6 as a minimum threshold for useful forecasts,
the anomaly coupled model produces skillful hindcasts
for lead times of up to 12 months. In the sample of 180
hindcasts, there are 20 cases that overlap with the 28
hindcasts made with the coupled model. These 20 hind-
casts are initialized at the beginning of February, May,
July, and October of 1986–89 and 1991. The years 1990
and 1992 were not included in the set of cases examined
with the anomaly coupled model because the anomalies
that occurred were small. Figure B1 shows the NINO3
sea surface temperature anomaly correlation coefficient
and rms error for the 20 common cases of the anomaly
coupled model and coupled models. The coupled model
performs better than the anomaly coupled model for lead
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FIG. B1. Summary verification statistics of NINO3 SST indices for
the 20 common hindcasts of the coupled model (solid curve) and
anomaly coupled model (dashed curve) initialized in 1986–92. (top)
Anomaly correlation (dimensionless). (bottom) Rms error (!C).

FIG. B2. Monte Carlo estimate of uncertainty in the NINO3 anom-
aly correlation for the anomaly coupled system. The distribution of
anomaly correlations from 1000 randomly chosen 28-hindcast subsets
sampling the years 1965–91 is Gaussian about the mean (solid line)
with standard deviation indicated by the dotted lines. The dashed line
shows the anomaly correlation from the 20 cases that were in common
with the coupled system cases.

times out to 5 months. The insertion of observed sub-
surface data at the initial time is probably advantageous
for the coupled model (Ji and Leetmaa 1997). At longer
lead times, the performance of the coupled model is
similar to that of the anomaly coupled model.

c. Estimate of effects of limited sample size and
choice of period

The sample size of 28 hindcasts is rather small, a
problem that is not unusual in hindcast studies with
coupled GCMs, especially those without anomaly cou-
pling. For example, the early study by Latif et al. (1993)
used a sample of 20 cases from five separate years, and
Rosati and Miyakoda (1997) had a sample size of 14
cases. Since the coupled model variabilty is intrinsically
chaotic (see section 3d), possibly in part due to the
influence of atmospheric noise, a larger sample size
would be desirable to more accurately evaluate the pre-
dictability of the system. Also, the period from which
the cases were drawn was limited to the 7 years for
which the in-house ODA had been performed. It has
been argued that the 1980s and early 1990s are a par-

ticularly easy period to hindcast (Chen et al. 1995; Ji
et al. 1996). If this is true, then the verification scores
are not representative of the scores that would be ob-
tained from a longer period. For comparison, recent
hindcast studies that used initial conditions from ODA
covered the 7-yr period from 1982 to 1988 (Rosati et
al. 1997) and the 11-yr period from 1983 to 1993 (Ji
and Leetmaa 1997).
The results from the anomaly coupled model have

been used to estimate the representativeness of random-
ly chosen 28 case samples, and whether the period used
was anomalously predictable. Because of the case-by-
case and aggregate similarity of the common results
from the two systems, these statistics provide an esti-
mate of the representativeness of the results of the cou-
pled system. Figure B2 shows the mean anomaly cor-
relation of 1000 randomly chosen 28-case samples from
the anomaly coupled results. The distribution of the
anomaly correlations of the individual samples forms a
Gaussian cloud around the mean, represented by curves
drawn one standard deviation from the mean of the 1000
samples. The uncertainty due to the small sample size
is not small. From 6 to 11 months lead time, the standard
deviation is 0.11. The coupled model anomaly corre-
lation shown in Fig. B1 lies within the one standard
deviation cloud of Fig. B2 for lead times longer than 5
months. Then the coupled model performance for these
lead times is not statistically distinguishable from the
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mean performance of the anomaly coupled model for
this set of cases.
The 20-case anomaly correlation for the hindcasts

made with the anomaly coupled model in common with
the coupled model is also shown in Fig. B2. This curve
also lies closer than one (28 case) standard deviation
from the mean of the anomaly coupled system up to 11
months lead time. According to this measure, the late
1980s and early 1990s (excluding years with small
anomalies) were not anomalously predictable for lead
times less than 11 months, but may have been anom-
alously predictable for lead times of 12–18 months.
Since the coupled model hindcasts were only carried
out to a 12-month lead time, those cases did not benefit
from the anomalous predictability.
Using the standard deviation found from the Monte

Carlo simulation with the anomaly coupled model for
error estimates, the hindcasts with and without atmo-
spheric initialization (Fig. 7) differ significantly (with
a confidence estimate of 68%) for 5 months and longer
lead times. Also the removal of the systematic error
causes a significant difference in the anomaly correla-
tion for 5 months and longer lead times (Fig. 11).
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